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Aims During ageing, after infarction, in cardiomyopathies and other cardiac diseases, the percentage of
fibrotic (connective) tissue may increase from 6% up to 10–35%. The presence of increased amounts of
connective tissue is strongly correlated with the occurrence of arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death.
Methods and results In this article,we investigate the role of diffuse fibrosis onwave propagation, arrhyth-
mogenesis, and arrhythmiamechanism in human ventricular tissue using computermodelling.We show that
diffuse fibrosis slows down wave propagation and increases tissue vulnerability to wave break and spiral
wave formation. We also demonstrate that diffuse fibrosis increases the period of re-entrant arrhythmias
and can suppress the restitution-induced transition from tachycardia to fibrillation.
ConclusionThe latter suggests thatmechanisms different fromrestitution-induced spiral break-upmight be
more likely to account for the onset of fibrillation in the presence of large amounts of diffuse fibrotic tissue.
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Introduction

In the normal healthy heart, �6% of the cardiac volume
is made up of extracellular matrix (ECM) materials.1 Non-
excitable cardiac cells called fibroblasts produce the
materials for the collagen and elastin fibrils making up the
ECM. The ECM serves to anchor the cardiac muscle cells,
determining cardiac structure,1,2 thus playing an important
role in cardiacmechanics and electrical impulse propagation.

During ageing and in various cardiac diseases, a remodelling
of cardiac structure occurs, involving among other changes
a substantial increase in the amount of ECM present in the
heart. This process, which leads to fibrosis, is caused by the
proliferation of fibroblasts and the subsequent disproportional
deposition of interstitial collagens.3,4 As a result of fibrosis for-
mation, the percentage of connective tissue in the heart may
increase up to 10–35%.1 Fibrosis formation occurs after myocar-
dial infarction, not just in the affected area to repair the infarct,
butalso in remoteareas. Inaddition, it occurs incongestiveheart
failure, in awide rangeof different cardiomyopathies (hyperten-
sive, diabetic, ischaemic, dilated) and in diseases such as auto-
immune myocarditis, Chagas’ disease, and cardiac amyloidosis.
Recently, it has become clear that in arrhythmogenic diseases
that were previously mainly attributed to single ion channel
mutations (for example Brugada syndrome), cardiac structural
remodelling and fibrosis formation also occur.5–7

It is well known that increased amounts of fibrotic tissue in
the heart are strongly correlated with an increased incidence
of atrial and ventricular tachyarrhythmias and sudden cardiac

death.8–16 The exact mechanisms of arrhythmogenecity are
not known, but it is widely believed that impaired electrical
conduction plays an important role. Indeed, increased
amounts of fibrosis have been found to lead to partial decou-
pling of muscle fibres, conduction slowing, zig-zag courses of
conduction propagation, localized source–sink mismatches,
and conduction blocks.4,17 Clinical studies furthermore
suggest that it is not just the amount, but also the architec-
ture of the fibrosis that is important for its arrhythmogene-
city.17 In general, fibrotic tissue can occur in different
forms: as diffuse randomly distributed small patches or as
long string-like localized collagen depositions.4,17 Stringy
fibrosis causes more disruption of wave propagation than
diffuse fibrosis and is considered to be more arrhythmogenic.
However, large fibrotic strands can anchor spiral waves and
thus stabilize the arrhythmia.3

Over the last decades, computer modelling has played an
increasingly important role in cardiac arrhythmia research.
However, despite the importance of fibrosis in arrhythmogen-
esis, most computer simulation research into tachyarrhyth-
mias has so far focused on structurally normal cardiac tissue
and only a few articles have dealt with modelling fibrotic
tissue. Pertsov18 studied the effects of large numbers of inex-
citable obstacles mimicking fibrotic strands on wave propa-
gation in a simplified model for cardiac tissue. He showed
that textures of fibrotic strands may induce anisotropic
propagation, widening and fractionation of electrograms,
and influence the rotation of scroll waves. Recently, Turner
et al.19 showed that textures of string-like fibrotic obstacles
lead to electrogram fractionation in human ventricular
tissue simulated with the Priebe–Beuckelmann model.
Spach et al.20 simulated diffuse fibrosis by removing lateral
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gap junctions in human atrial tissue modelled by the Nygren
model. Increased heterogeneity in intercellular coupling
was found to lead to vulnerability for partial wave block
and re-entry. Kuijpers et al.21 found that in human atrial
tissue modelled by the Courtemanche model, heterogeneous
uncoupling to model diffuse fibrosis leads to increased
success of defibrillation shocks. Although these studies
demonstrated that fibrosis could lead to increased vulner-
ability for re-entry, none of them investigated the influence
of fibrosis on subsequent arrhythmia dynamics and stability.

In three previous articles,22–24 we studied the possible
effects of diffuse fibrosis on wave propagation, spiral wave
dynamics, and spiral break-up-induced onset of fibrillatory
excitation in cardiac tissue. We found that diffuse fibrosis
increases the vulnerability of tissue to wave break and
spiral wave formation, increases spiral wave rotation
period and suppresses steep restitution-mediated spiral
break-up. However, we used a simplified two variable
FitzHugh–Nagumo model to simulate cardiac tissue.22–24

Although these models can correctly describe the qualitat-
ive features of wave propagation in cardiac tissue, they do
not reproduce quantitative relations of wave front width,
action potential duration (APD), and size of fibrotic tissue
patches, which have been shown to be important for wave
propagation in fibrotic tissue.18 In this article, we investi-
gate the influence of diffuse fibrotic tissue on electrical con-
ductance, vulnerability to arrhythmia occurrence, spiral and
scroll wave dynamics, and steep restitution-mediated spiral
break-up using a detailed ionic model for human ventricular
tissue.25,26

Methods

Electrophysiological model

Ignoring the discrete character of microscopic cardiac cell struc-
ture, cardiac tissue can be modelled as a continuous system using
the following partial differential equation:27
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Iion ¼ INa þ Ito þ ICaL þ IKr þ IKs þ IK1 þ INaCa
þ INaK þ IpCa þ IpK þ INa;b þ ICa;b ð2Þ

where Cm is the cellular capacitance, Iion the sum of ionic trans-
membrane currents, and Dij the diffusion tensor. To represent the
electrophysiological properties specific for human ventricular
tissue, we use our detailed ionic model for human ventricular myo-
cytes that is based on a large range of human electrophysiological
data.25,26

We used several parameter settings of our human ventricular cell
model described in detail in Table 2 of Ten Tusscher and Panfilov.26

To study the effect of diffuse fibrosis on the velocity of wave front
propagation, commonly referred to as conduction velocity (CV),
and vulnerability, we used the default parameter setting (‘slope
1.1’ from Table 2) of our model. To study the effect of fibrosis on
the period of spiral wave rotation, we used an alternative par-
ameter setting of our model with a shallow APD restitution curve
(‘slope 0.7’ from Table 2), thus ensuring stable spiral wave rotation.
To study the effect of diffuse fibrosis on steep APD restitution-
mediated spiral break-up, we use a parameter setting with an APD
restitution slope exceeding one (‘slope 1.8’ from Table 2), thus
ensuring spiral break-up under non-fibrotic conditions.

Tissue geometry and diffusion tensor

Two-dimensional tissue geometry
In 2D, we used tissue sizes of 100 � 100 grid points to study conduc-
tion velocity (CV), tissue sizes of 100 � 100 to study vulnerability,
tissue sizes of 320 � 320 to study stable spiral wave rotation, and
tissue sizes of 800 � 800 to study spiral break-up. To simulate
isotropic 2D tissue, we used for Dij, a tensor with 1.54 cm2/s on
the diagonals and 0 on the off-diagonal positions. The value of
1.54 cm2/s ensures a plane wave conduction velocity of 70 cm/s,
consistent with clinical measurements.28

Three-dimensional tissue geometry
In 3D, we used tissue sizes of 100 � 100 � 40 to study CV, tissue sizes
of 100 � 100 � 40 to study vulnerability, tissue sizes of 320 � 320 �
40 to study stable spiral wave rotation, and tissue sizes of 600 �
600 � 28 to study spiral break-up. For 3D simulations, we used
two different diffusion tensors: (i) Dij with 1.54 cm2/s on the diag-
onals and 0 on the off-diagonal positions to simulate fully isotropic
tissue and (ii) Dij the same as under (i), except for D33 = 0.385 cm2/s
to account for less strong coupling in the transmural direction.
Unless explicitly stated differently, we used the second diffusion
tensor for our 3D tissue simulations.

Human ventricular geometry
A 3D voxel description of human ventricular anatomy was obtained
from an excised, structurally normal heart. The heart was posi-
tioned as in the thorax and digitized into 0.5 mm 3D voxels. The
ventricular model consisted of a total of around 1.7 million grid
points.
Action potential propagation occurs faster in the direction paral-

lel to the muscle fibres, than in the direction perpendicular to the
muscle fibres. To take the influence of muscle fibre direction into
account in our ventricular model, a description of the myocardial
fibre direction field is included. The local conductivity tensor Dij is
derived from the local fibre direction. Assuming that transverse con-
ductivity is the same in all directions orthogonal to the direction of
the muscle fibre axis, we described the ventricular conductivity
tensor using the following equation:

Dij ¼ DLdij þ ðDL � DTÞaiaj ð3Þ

where a is the vector describing muscle fibre direction, and DL

and DT are the conductivities in the longitudinal and transverse
fibre directions, respectively. We use a ratio of 4:1 for DL:DT,
which is within the range of experimentally recorded ratios.28

DL = 1.54 cm2/s, the same as used above in 2D and 3D tissue.

Numerical integration

In the 2D simulations, we use simple forward Euler integration with a
space step of 0.025 cm and a time step of 0.02 ms to integrate Eq. 1.
The Rush and Larsen integration scheme29 was used to integrate the
Hodgkin–Huxley type equations for the gating variables of the various
time-dependent currents (m, h, and j for INa, r and s for Ito, xr1
and xr2 for IKr, xs for IKs, d, f, f2, and fcass for ICaL).
In the 3D and whole heart simulations, we use the method of

operator splitting and adaptive time stepping to increase compu-
tational efficiency. Depending on the time derivative of the fast
changing voltage and subspace calcium concentration variables,
either a large time step (t = 0.08 ms) or a small time step
(t = 0.02 ms) was used for integrating the reaction part of Eq. (1).
If the small time step was used, the integration was iterated four

times. The diffusion part of Eq. (1) was always integrated with the
large time step to ensure spatial synchronism of integration. In 3D
tissue slabs, a space step of either 0.25 or 0.33 mm was used. In
the ventricular simulations, a space step of 0.5 mm was used.
In all simulations, no-flux boundary conditions were imposed on

the intracellular domain.
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Fibrosis

Diffuse fibrosis in cardiac tissue was modelled by the presence of
inexcitable obstacles of size 1 � 1 grid points in 2D or 1 � 1 � 1
grid points in 3D that were randomly distributed across the tissue.
The obstacles had no-flux boundaries. To investigate the influence
of increasing amounts of diffuse fibrotic tissue during ageing
or during a progressive disease process, different percentages of
fibrotic obstacles replacing normal excitable cells were used.

Spiral waves

Spiral waves were initiated using a S1–S2 stimulus protocol, with
the S2 stimulus applied in the refractory tail of the S1 wave,
leading to partial propagation block and spiral wave formation.
Stimulus currents were applied at twice the diastolic threshold.

Implementation

Two-dimensional simulations were coded in C++ and run on a single
processor of a Dell 650 Precision Workstation (dual Intel xeon
2.66 GHz). Three-dimensional and ventricular simulations were
coded in C++ and MPI and were run on 16 processors of a Beowulf
cluster consisting of 14 Dell 650 Precision Workstations (dual Intel
xeon 2.66 GHz).

Results

Planar conduction velocity

In the first set of computations, we investigate the influence
of diffuse fibrosis on plane wave propagation in 2D tissue
sheets and 3D tissue slabs. In 3D tissue, we investigated
two different cases. In the first case, electrical coupling is
the same in all three directions in the tissue. In the
second case, electrical coupling in the z-direction is a
factor 0.25 smaller than the electrical coupling in the x,y
plane, which more closely resembles the situation in the
ventricular wall.

Figure 1A and B shows snapshots of a planar wavefront
progressing in small 2D planes of cardiac tissue with no
fibrotic tissue and 30% of diffuse fibrotic tissue, respectively.
Waves were initiated at the lower border of the tissues and
snapshots were taken at the same time instant. We can see
that the presence of fibrotic tissue delays wave propagation
and leads to local disturbances in the wavefront. Figure 1C
shows the planar CV as a function of the percentage fibrotic
tissue present for 2D tissue, and the two different cases of
3D tissue. We can see that in 2D, CV decreases approxi-
mately linearly for up to 25% fibrosis, then decrease
becomes steeper, and for more than 40% of fibrotic tissue

propagation block occurs. We can see that in 3D for moder-
ate (up to 25%) fibrosis, the CV decreases in a fashion similar
to 2D tissue. For more than 25% fibrosis, the CV in 3D
decreases less strongly than in 2D. In 3D tissue, propagation
block occurs for more than 65% fibrosis, compared with 40%
in 2D tissue. In addition, we can see that CV decrease is
slightly stronger for the 3D case with lower electrical coup-
ling in the z-direction.

Overall, we see that 3D propagation is less hampered
by diffuse fibrosis, which can be explained by the fact
that the third dimension offers an alternative route for the
excitation wave.

Vulnerability

In cardiac tissue with anatomical or functional heterogene-
ities, re-entrant sources (spiral waves) can be initiated by
the application of two stimuli at the same location, if the
coupling time between the two stimuli is within some time
interval, called the vulnerable period or window.30–34

Here, we tested whether diffuse fibrosis—large numbers of
small inexcitable obstacles—can induce wave break and
spiral wave formation in human ventricular tissue. Note
that in this case the characteristic wavelength of the exci-
tation wave (1–3 cm) is an order of magnitude larger than
the spatial scale of the heterogeneities (0.25 mm). We
found that for substantial percentages of fibrotic tissue
two closely timed stimuli could lead to wave break and
spiral wave formation.

Figure 2A shows the snapshots of two waves with a short
coupling interval (321 ms) between them applied in a 2D
medium with 10% fibrotic tissue. We can see that the
second wave is blocked at some locations; however, the
breaks are repaired when the wavefront proceeds, thus
not leading to the formation of spiral waves. Figure 2B
shows similar snapshots in a medium with 30% fibrosis (coup-
ling interval 320 ms). Now the second wavefront is blocked
in larger regions, causing not all breaks to be repaired and
spiral wave formation to occur.

We determined the size of the vulnerable window in 2D
tissue sheets, 3D tissue slabs, and the human ventricular
geometry. In 2D and 3D tissue, we applied two subsequent
stimuli to a border of the tissue sheet or slab. In the ventri-
cles, we applied two subsequent stimuli to the endocardial
surface of the ventricles, to mimic the normal endocardial
to epicardial ventricular activation sequence. Figure 3
plots the width of the vulnerable window as a function of
the percentage of diffuse fibrosis. The vulnerable window

Figure 1 Conduction slowing by diffuse fibrosis. (A) Plane wave propagation in 2D tissue without fibrotic tissue. (B) Plane wave propagation
in 2D tissue with 30% fibrosis. (C) Planar conduction velocity as a function of the percentage fibrosis in 2D tissue, 3D tissue with equal coupling
in all three directions (z-coupling 1), and 3D tissue with weaker coupling in the third dimension (z-coupling 0.25).
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is defined here as the coupling intervals between two stimuli
that lead to wave breaks and subsequent spiral wave for-
mation. We see that in 2D tissue (Figure 3A), for ,10% fibro-
sis no vulnerable window is present and either normal
propagation or full propagation block occurs. For more
than 10% fibrosis, a vulnerable window appears and its
width increases with the percentage of fibrosis. In 3D
tissue slabs (Figure 3B), a vulnerable window is present for
more than 20% fibrosis, and its width is considerably
smaller than in 2D tissue. In the ventricular geometry
(Figure 3C), a vulnerable window is present for more than
10% fibrosis and its width is somewhere between that of
the window found in 2D and 3D tissue.

Spiral wave rotation

Ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation are thought to be
caused by re-entrant (spiral) waves of excitation.35–40

Therefore, we investigate the influence of diffuse fibrotic
tissue on spiral wave dynamics.

Figure 4 shows the stable spiral wave rotation in 2D
tissue sheets for 0, 10, and 30% fibrosis, in 3D tissue slabs
for 0, 30, and 60% fibrosis, and in the ventricles for 0, 30,
and 50% fibrosis. We can see that in all cases rotation of
the spiral wave remains stable and no wave breaks or

turbulence occurs. However, an increase in the percentage
of fibrosis leads to a less regular wavefront pattern and
some shortening of the wavelength (excited region).

To investigate more quantitatively the effect of diffuse
fibrosis on spiral wave dynamics, we measured period, dias-
tolic interval (DI), and APD during spiral wave rotation as a
function of the percentage diffuse fibrosis. Figure 5 shows
the results for the spiral wave period. In 2D (solid line),
we can see a gradual increase in spiral wave period for up
to 30–35% of fibrosis and a much stronger period increase
for higher percentages of fibrosis. In 3D (dashed line), the
stronger increase in period starts at �50% fibrosis. In the
ventricular geometry (dotted-dashed line), the dependence
of spiral wave period on fibrosis percentage lies between
that in 2D and 3D tissue.

It has been shown in 3D tissue modelled with FitzHugh–
Nagumo type models that when a 3D scroll wave is extended
along regions with different properties, the overall scroll
wave period is determined by wave rotation in the most
excitable region.24,41,42 In 3D fibrotic tissue, the percentage
of fibrosis is assigned to the entire tissue slab, not to individ-
ual layers. As a consequence, the different tissue layers not
only have a different random pattern of inexcitable
obstacles, but also have a somewhat different percentage
of fibrosis. These differences allow the individual layers to
support spiral waves with different periods of rotation. We
therefore hypothesize that the mechanism of a fast layer
driving the complete 3D tissue slab explains the different
dependence of spiral period on fibrosis in 2D vs. 3D tissue.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the two following
simulations: in one simulation, we computed spiral wave
rotation periods in a 3D tissue slab with 35% fibrotic tissue
in which we decoupled the horizontal layers from each
other. We compared the resulting independent spiral
periods with the scroll wave period in a fully coupled simu-
lation of the same 3D tissue slab.

Figure 6 plots the spiral period as a function of layer in the
3D (decoupled) tissue. We can see that each layer has its
own independent spiral wave period, with a maximum
period of 281 ms in layer 25, a minimum period of 236 ms
in layer 5, and a mean period of 259 ms. For comparison,
we also show scroll wave period in the coupled 3D tissue,
which is the same in all layers of the tissue and is 234 ms.
Note that scroll wave period in the coupled tissue indeed
is approximately equal to the shortest spiral wave period
found in the uncoupled simulation, supporting our
hypothesis.

Figure 2 Vulnerability to wave break and spiral wave formation
due to diffuse fibrosis. (A) Snapshots of progression of two wave-
fronts initiated in a medium with 10% fibrosis and with a coupling
interval of 321 ms between them. (B) Snapshots of progression of
two wavefronts initiated in a medium with 30% fibrosis and with a
coupling interval of 320 ms between them.

Figure 3 Vulnerable window as a function of the percentage fibrosis. Vulnerability is determined by applying two stimuli at the same
location with different coupling intervals between them. B, full block of propagation of the second wavefront; P, full propagation of the
second wavefront; S, the occurrence of wave break and spiral wave formation. Vulnerable window in (A) 2D tissue sheets, (B) 3D tissue
slabs, and (C) human ventricular geometry.
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Spiral break-up

One frequently discussed hypothesis for ventricular fibrilla-
tion is the so-called restitution hypothesis. According to
this hypothesis the onset of turbulent wave patterns is the

result of the break-up of spiral waves. This break-up
occurs in cardiac tissue with a steep APD restitution curve,
which leads to action potential alternans instability.43–46

Here we investigated the influence of diffuse fibrotic
tissue on the occurrence of steep APD restitution-induced
spiral break-up.

Figure 7A shows a series of snapshots of spiral dynamics in
2D tissue with no fibrosis, 10 and 35% fibrosis present,
respectively. We can see that for 0% fibrosis spiral
break-up occurs and subsequent fibrillation-like dynamics
develop. The presence of 10% fibrosis causes the break-up
pattern to be less chaotic, and 35% fibrosis completely sup-
presses spiral break-up.

In Figure 7B, we show similar simulations in 3D tissue, but
with fibrosis percentages of 0, 40, and 50%, respectively. For
0% fibrosis, spiral break-up develops. For 40% fibrosis, wave
break formation starts to develop towards the end of the
simulation, indicating that break-up is delayed but not
fully suppressed. Note that for this percentage of fibrosis,
break-up is fully suppressed in 2D tissue. For 50% fibrosis,
break-up is completely suppressed. Thus, in both 2D and
3D tissue, diffuse fibrosis can fully suppress spiral
break-up; however, in 3D tissue a percentage of 50% or
more fibrosis is required, whereas in 2D tissue the presence
of 30–35% fibrotic tissue is sufficient to suppress break-up.

Figure 7C shows the spiral wave dynamics in the ventricles
for 0, 30, and 40% fibrosis. For 0% fibrosis, spiral break-up
and fibrillatory-like wave patterns develop. For 30% fibrosis,
no full-blown fibrillatory patterns develop but wave breaks
and wave pattern disorganization do occur. For 40% fibrosis,
wave break and spiral break-up are fully suppressed. Thus,
the percentage of diffuse fibrosis fully suppressing spiral
break-up in the ventricular geometry lies between the
percentages found in 2D and 3D tissue.

In Figure 8, we explain the mechanism of break-up sup-
pression by diffuse fibrosis. In our model, spiral break-up

Figure 5 Spiral period increase due to diffuse fibrosis. Period of
spiral wave rotation as a function of the percentage fibrosis in 2D
tissue, 3D tissue, and the ventricular geometry. Spiral wave
periods are normalized relative to the spiral wave period in tissue
without fibrosis.

Figure 6 Spiral rotation period in 3D tissue slabs with 35% fibrosis
as a function of tissue layer for a slab in which the layers are
uncoupled (solid line) and a slab in which the layers are coupled
(dashed line).

Figure 4 Stable spiral wave rotation in 2D tissue sheets with (A) 0,
(B) 10, and (C) 30% fibrosis. Spiral rotation in 3D tissue slabs with (D)
0, (E) 30, and (F) 60% fibrosis, and in the human ventricular geome-
try with (G) 0, (H ) 30, and (I) 50% fibrosis.

Figure 7 Suppression of spiral break-up by diffuse fibrosis. (A)
Spiral dynamics for spiral break-up parameter settings in 2D tissue
with 0, 10, and 35% fibrosis, (B) in 3D tissue with 0, 40, and 50%
fibrosis, and (C) in the ventricles with 0, 30, and 40% fibrosis.
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occurs as a result of dynamical instabilities in APD due to
steep APD restitution. Because of the shape of the restitu-
tion curve, the slope of the restitution curve decreases if
the DI and APD increase (Figure 8). In general, fibrosis
increases the period, APD and DI of spiral wave rotation
(Figure 5). As a consequence, the slope of the part of the
restitution curve visited during spiral wave rotation
becomes less steep. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where
the square indicates the DI during spiral wave rotation in
2D tissue without fibrosis, and the circle indicates the DI
for spiral wave rotation in 2D tissue with 35% fibrosis. We
clearly see a decrease in the slope of the part of the restitu-
tion curve that is visited, which explains the stabilization of
spiral wave rotation in Figure 7A3.

The difference in percentage of fibrosis needed to sup-
press break-up in 2D and 3D tissue can be explained as
follows: we found (Figure 5) that for similar percentages
of fibrosis, spiral wave period increases more in 2D than in
3D. As a consequence, to suppress spiral break-up by shifting
the system along the restitution curve due to a period
increase, a much larger percentage of obstacles is needed
in 3D than in 2D.

Discussion

Ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation predominantly occur
in aged and diseased hearts, where cardiac remodelling
among other changes has led to fibrosis, the increased depo-
sition of ECM materials. The increase in interstitial collagen
influences both the mechanical and the electrical function
of the heart, increasing muscle stiffness and reducing coup-
ling between adjacent muscle fibre bundles.

Clinical studies have suggested a role for fibrotic tissue in
wave break and phase singularity formation,47 conduction
delays, conduction blocks, and zig-zag course of conduc-
tion.4,17 Clinical studies furthermore suggest that apart
from the amount, it is especially the pattern of fibrosis,
diffuse or stringy, that plays an important role in arrhythmo-
genecity.17 However, how precisely fibrosis leads to arrhyth-
mia generation and maintenance remains unclear.

In this article, we investigated the influence of diffuse
fibrosis on wave propagation, vulnerability to wave break
and spiral wave formation and on steep APD restitution-
mediated spiral break-up in human ventricular tissue,

using the method of computer modelling. We modelled
diffuse fibrosis by the presence of small sized, randomly
distributed inexcitable obstacles in the tissue. In previous
studies, using FitzHugh–Nagumo type models to describe
cardiac tissue, we found that small-sized obstacles could
have a significant effect on wave propagation, vulnerability,
and spiral dynamics.23,24 However, in FitzHugh–Nagumo type
models, the upstroke of the action potential is slow and the
wavelength is short compared with human ventricular action
potential dynamics and duration. This may influence the
amount of effect that small obstacles have on wave propa-
gation.18 Therefore, in the current study we used an electro-
physiologically detailed model for human ventricular cells,
previously developed by our group,25,26 to specifically
model human ventricular tissue with diffuse fibrosis.

We found that despite the small size of the obstacles
(length 0.25–0.5 mm) relative to the wavelength in human
ventricular tissue (1–3 cm), the presence of diffuse fibrosis
has significant effects on wave propagation. We showed
that planar wave CV decreases more or less linearly with
percentage of fibrosis. However, in 2D, above 25% CV
starts to decrease faster as fibrosis increases, and for more
than 40% fibrosis conduction block occurs, whereas in 3D
conduction proceeds up to 65% fibrosis. We also found that
diffuse fibrosis leads to the presence of a vulnerable
window during which wave break and spiral wave formations
occur. This vulnerable window is larger in 2D than in 3D
tissue, due to the alternative routes offered by the third
dimension to restore wave breaks in adjacent layers.

We showed that fibrosis leads to an increase in spiral wave
rotation period both in 2D and 3D tissue, with the effect in
2D being more pronounced, and explained the mechanism
behind this difference. On the basis of these results we
expect that the average period of cardiac arrhythmias
increases with increasing amounts of diffuse fibrosis. It
would be interesting to check this prediction against avail-
able clinical data.

Finally, we showed that the presence of diffuse fibrosis
suppresses spiral break-up caused by steep APD restitution:
diffuse fibrosis slows down spiral wave rotation and thus
increases DI, shifting the system to a more shallow part of
the APD restitution curve, which suppresses spiral
break-up. Again, this effect is stronger in 2D than in 3D
tissue. In 3D tissue, spiral period increases less with the per-
centage of fibrosis. As a consequence, the shift along the
restitution curve and break-up suppressing effect induced
by fibrosis in 3D will also be less.

It is important to note here that steep restitution spiral
break-up is only one of the possible mechanisms for ventri-
cular fibrillation. Examples of other mechanisms are 3D
(rotational anisotropy,48 transmural refractoriness gradi-
ent,49 and negative filament tension50) spiral break-up, trig-
gered activity (EADs, DADs51–53), abnormal automaticity,
and fibrillatory conduction.54,55 One or more of these
other mechanisms may be enhanced by the presence of
diffuse fibrotic tissue. For example, the spread of activation
from a point where triggered activity or abnormal automati-
city occurs is enhanced under conditions of decreased elec-
trotonic loading, which occur due to increased fibrosis.56

Note that for all effects studied here, the influence of
diffuse fibrosis on conduction is stronger in 2D than in 3D
tissue, and the effect of fibrosis in the ventricular geometry
is somewhere in between these two cases.

Figure 8 Restitution curve showing the dependence of action
potential duration (APD) on diastolic interval (DI) for the parameter
setting used in Figure 7. The restitution curve was obtained using a
dynamic restitution protocol. The square indicates the APD, DI pair
corresponding to spiral wave rotation in 2D tissue with no fibrosis,
the circle indicates the APD, DI values corresponding to spiral
wave rotation in 2D tissue with 35% fibrotic tissue.
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Qualitatively, the results of our current study are similar
to our previous findings using FitzHugh–Nagumo type
models.23,24 Given the substantial differences between
these models, this suggests that the reported effects of
diffuse fibrosis on wave propagation and re-entry dynamics
are general and can also be found in other models of
cardiac tissue and real cardiac tissue. However, quantitat-
ively, there are substantial differences. In the FitzHugh–
Nagumo model, CV decreases more strongly as a function
of percentage fibrosis (25% CV decrease for 20% fibrosis)
than in our human ventricular tissue model (17% CV decrease
for 20% fibrosis). Also, in the FitzHugh–Nagumo model, a vul-
nerable window is present for percentages of fibrosis just
over 0%, whereas in our human ventricular tissue model in
2D 10%, in 3D 20%, and in the ventricles 10% fibrosis or
more is needed to create a vulnerable window. Further-
more, the increase in spiral wave rotation period as a func-
tion of percentage of diffuse fibrosis is stronger in the
FitzHugh–Nagumo model than in our human ventricular
tissue model. As a consequence, higher percentages of
diffuse fibrosis are required to suppress steep restitution
break-up in our human ventricular tissue model. Overall,
the influence of diffuse fibrosis is less strong in our detailed
ionic human ventricular tissue model than in the simplified
phenomenological FitzHugh–Nagumo model. These quanti-
tative differences might be due to the smaller size of the
obstacles relative to the wavelength in our human ventricu-
lar tissue model.

Limitations

There are some limitations to the current modelling study.
A first limitation is that apart from the presence of
fibrotic tissue, the ventricular tissue we simulated is homo-
geneous in terms of ionic properties. We did not include
known differences between epicardial, endocardial, and
mid-myocardial cells or other known ionic gradients. The
partial uncoupling that is caused by the presence of fibrotic
tissue reduces electrotonic coupling and may hence enhance
ionic tissue heterogeneities, thus further enhancing vulner-
ability. A second limitation is that we only studied the influ-
ence of fibrotic tissue itself, and not the influence of
concomitant changes in gap junctional coupling and ionic
properties that also occur during tissue remodelling. These
may further affect vulnerability and spiral wave dynamics.

A third limitation is that we only investigated the effect of
diffuse fibrosis on one potential fibrillation mechanism, and
did not study its effect on focal or fibrillatory conduction-
driven fibrillation. A final limitation of our model is that
we used a monodomain description for cardiac tissue,
whereas for tissue with inexcitable fibrotic obstacles a bido-
main description distinguishing intra and extracellular
potentials may be more appropriate.

Conclusion

We show that the presence of diffuse fibrosis can explain the
increased vulnerability to arrhythmias observed in patients
with (diffuse) fibrosis. Our results suggest that diffuse fibro-
sis can suppress steep restitution spiral break-up by slowing
down of re-entry, causing this to be a less likely mechanism
for fibrillation in fibrotic hearts. On the basis of our results,
we also expect that the effects of fibrotic tissue are more

pronounced in thin (atrial) than in thick (ventricular)
cardiac tissue.
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